
Take a break from the conference or your working day and enter a world 
of action, intrigues and trade-offs.

Vice Versa has the pleasure of offering you an intelligent alternative to 
the ordinary city tour. This concept offers you a unique possibility to meet 
some of the more dodgy personalities in the city while you are approa-
ching a common goal and strengthen your team.

The Scenario:

One of your new business partners, “Big Bucks”, is visiting your head-
quarters. Hopefully you are able to sign a huge contract in the near 
future regarding a promising pioneer product. The product has been 
brought to the meeting by the managing director of “Big Bucks”. Sud-
denly the meeting is being interrupted by a group of masked men with 
guns. The group kidnaps the director together with the product in front 
of all the surprised participants.

On the way out the kidnappers drop a bag witch seams to contain some 
clues. The clues are the only way for the participants to find the director 
and retrieve the product.

On their way through the city the participants will be involved in an 
exciting play of intrigues and confusion. The task is to work their way 
through the city as quick and as efficient as possible, solving the case on 
the way. 

It is a puzzle of information, actions and objects that the participants 
have to put together. The last piece of the puzzle needs to be found in 
order to recover the vital information - showing the way to the managing 
director and the product.

The participants need to work together in teams. But at the end, the 
task might turn out to be to demanding for one team alone. Corpora-
tion is needed and the team will have to solve the last part together. It 
is up to each team to decide what to do and each member of the team 
contributes with their unique skills.

This event contains different scenarios and tasks built on intensity and 
realism.

Participants: 10-100
Duration: about 4 hours
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